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Abstract Finding k nearest neighbor objects in spatial databases is a fundamental problem
in many geospatial systems and the direction is one of the key features of a spatial object.
Moreover, the recent tremendous growth of sensor technologies in mobile devices produces
an enormous amount of spatio-directional (i.e., spatially and directionally encoded) objects
such as photos. Therefore, an efficient and proper utilization of the direction feature is a new
challenge. Inspired by this issue and the traditional k nearest neighbor search problem, we
devise a new type of query, called the direction-constrained k nearest neighbor (DCkNN)
query. The DCkNN query finds k nearest neighbors from the location of the query such
that the direction of each neighbor is in a certain range from the direction of the query.
We develop a new index structure called MULTI, to efficiently answer the DCkNN query
with two novel index access algorithms based on the cost analysis. Furthermore, our problem and solution can be generalized to deal with spatio-circulant dimensional (such as a
direction and circulant periods of time such as an hour, a day, and a week) objects. Experimental results show that our proposed index structure and access algorithms outperform
two adapted algorithms from existing kNN algorithms.
Keywords k nearest neighbor search · R-tree · Spatial and directional object
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1 Introduction
The rapid dissemination of GPS-enabled mobile devices over the last decade enables us to
easily acquire the location of the device. Recently, in addition to the location, with the help
of sophisticated sensors such as an accelerometer, a compass, and a gyroscope in mobile
devices, we can acquire many contexts of the device. The direction information is one of the
most valuable and useful information among the contexts that can be acquired from sensors.
The combination of a spatial aspect (location) and a directional aspect of an object naturally defines a spatio-directional object. These spatio-directional objects are enormously
generated from many devices such as mobile phones and GPS-enabled cameras. Therefore,
efficient ways to index and access spatio-directional objects are necessary.
There are several ways to search spatial objects such as the point search, the range search,
and the nearest neighbor search. Among them, the k nearest neighbor (kNN) search problem, which finds k nearest spatial objects from the query location, is the most prominent
and fundamental problem. Also, it is widely used in many geospatial systems and extensively studied in the literature. However, an efficient indexing and access method specially
designed for spatio-directional objects has not been studied yet. Consider a problem which
finds k nearest neighbors from the location of the query such that the direction of each
neighbor is in a certain range from the direction of the query. This problem is a combination
of the conventional kNN problem with respect to the location, and the range search problem
with respect to the direction.
This problem has many applications. If spatio-directional objects are photos, the conventional kNN, which does not consider the direction information, finds the photos taken from
locations near the location where the query photo was taken, but the resulting photos are
not guaranteed to depict sceneries similar to those of the query photo due to the different
shooting direction. In contrast, our problem intends to find similar photos by considering shooting directions of photos as well as shooting locations of photos. Social network
sites such as Facebook and Flickr store the shooting locations and directions of uploaded
photos. Recently, social network sites support tagging descriptions at objects in a photo.
Using these tagged photos, we actually develop a mobile application1 which automatically
generates a panoramic guide (e.g., Fig. 1) depicting the scenery in front of the user. The
application selects candidate photos using our problem and the solution, then it merges candidate photos using image stitching algorithms [22] to generate a tagged panoramic guide.
If spatio-directional objects are transportation objects such as airplanes and ships, an incoming danger to the direction of a near object can be notified to prevent an accident. Also,
our problem can be used to find replacement objects for an object which is meaningful
in a certain direction such as satellite antennas and other directional antennas. For example, if a directional antenna is broken, our problem intends to find candidate antennas near
the broken antenna and heading the similar direction with the broken antenna for broadcasting a signal instead of the broken one. We only deal with spatio-directional objects in
this paper, but our problem and solution can also be applied to any spatio-circulant dimensional2 objects such as spatio-circulant temporal objects. The circulant temporal dimension
means the temporal dimension circulates for a certain period of time. For example, consider
a movie instance as a spatio-circulant temporal object for which the spatial component is
the location of the movie theater and the circulant temporal component is the start time of
1 PanoGenerator,
2 The

iOS (https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/panogenerator/id855946588).

minimum and the maximum values are the same for a circulant dimension.
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Fig. 1 Panoramic Guide Example (Sugar Loaf, Brazil)

the movie. Generally, the start time schedule for a move circulates for a daily basis. For
example the movie “A” is scheduled to start at 10:00 am, 1:00 pm, 5:00 pm, and 10:00 pm
for every day. Then our problem finds k movie instances which run in movie theaters near
the location of the query, and start within a certain range of time from the time of the query.
For example, a user suddenly has three hours of free time from now due to the cancellation
of an appointment, and the user wants to see a movie which starts around now, and runs at a
theater near the current location of the user. Then, our algorithm can find k movie instances
showing at theaters near the location of the user, each of which starting around now. Another
application of our problem for spatio-circulant temporal objects is an electronic trip planner. Tourist attractions have their own opening hours or some attractions may be meaningful
at a certain time such as sunrise or sunset, and those times are repeated on a daily basis.
Recently, most trip planning methods [12, 26] consider time to organize an optimized tour.
Our problem and proposed solutions can be used to improve those methods. Note that this
problem is different from the existing spatio-temporal kNN problem because the temporal
dimension of spatio-temporal objects is infinite and not circular.
Straightforwardly, the above problem can be answered by incrementally finding the next
nearest neighbor and checking whether its direction is within the query direction range
until k valid neighbors are retrieved. However, the straightforward adaptation of the existing
methods for spatial objects is inefficient for spatio-directional objects due to the runtime
evaluation of the range constraint.
In this paper, we formally define the above problem and propose efficient methods
to solve the problem. We formalize the problem as the Direction-Constrained k Nearest
Neighbor (DCkNN) query. Formally, the DCkNN query finds k nearest neighbors from the
location of the query such that the direction of each neighbor should be within a certain
range from the direction of the query. Our DCkNN query is new and different from the
existing direction-aware spatial NN search [17]. The purpose of the direction-aware spatial kNN search is to find nearest neighbor objects which are located within a range of the
direction range of the query while our DCkNN finds nearest neighbor objects such that the
directions of the objects are within a certain range from the direction of the query. Also,
in the direction-aware spatial kNN search problem, only the query point has a direction
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while data objects do not (i.e., data objects are spatial objects). In contrast to this problem, both the query and data objects have directions in our problem (i.e., data objects are
spatio-directional objects).
Let us explain our DCkNN query with Fig. 2. When k is 3, a solution for the DCkNN
query q is {o2 , o7 , o3 } (depicted as solid squares.). o1 is the closest object from q but the
direction of o1 is not in the query range. This is different from the solution for the traditional
kNN problem {o1 , o2 , o7 } and the solution for the direction-aware kNN search {o3 , o4 , o9 }.
Note that the 3NN solution for the direction-aware spatial kNN search [17] with respect to
q is {o3 , o4 , o9 }.
Our contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:
–
–

–

–

–

We propose a new type of query called DCkNN. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work which explicitly addresses a direction-constrained kNN search.
We devise a new index structure called MULTI for efficiently indexing spatiodirectional objects. A multiple granularity partitioning approach used in MULTI
substantially reduces the search space and the number of objects to be retrieved to find
kNN objects by pruning disqualified objects with respect to the direction constraint.
We devise two efficient query processing algorithms called S INGLE - FIT and
A DAPTIVE - FIT to process the DCkNN query on MULTI. S INGLE - FIT selects the most
compact R-tree which fully covers the query range among the R-trees. A DAPTIVE - FIT
finds a set of R-trees such that the estimated kNN query cost on the set is minimized
and the union of direction ranges of R-trees in the set fully covers the query range. In
order to estimate the kNN cost on a given set of R-trees, we devise a cost model based
on an existing model on a single R-tree.
MULTI and two query processing algorithms can be generalized to index and access
any n-dimensional objects with one circulant dimension for a type of queries which
have a range constraint on the circulant dimension and the nearest neighbor constraint
on other dimensions.
We conduct a series of experiments to verify the efficiency of our proposed index
structure and two access algorithms. Our two access algorithms using proposed index
structure outperform two adapted algorithms from existing kNN algorithms. Our final

Fig. 2 Query Example
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proposed algorithm, A DAPTIVE - FIT, occurs about 20-300 times less number of R-tree
node accesses than the naive approach depending on the values of parameters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works on various problems
related to the DCkNN query are reviewed. In Section 3, we formally define the DCkNN
query with other basic concepts. Section 4 consists of three subsections. Firstly, we discuss
two naı̈ve adaptations from the existing solutions. Then, we propose a novel index structure
for the DCkNN query, called MULTI. Finally, we propose two efficient query processing
algorithms using MULTI. In Section 5, we show the experimental results and we conclude
the paper in Section 6.

2 Related work
The kNN query is one of the most frequently encountered types of queries in spatial
databases, which has been extensively studied in the literature over the last few decades.
There are several index structures that can handle the kNN query on a spatial or a multidimensional data. For example, the R-tree [10] variations such as the R*-tree [2], the Hilbert
R-tree [13], the SR-tree [14], and the X-tree [5] and other index structures such as the k-d
tree [3] and the Quad tree[8] are able to process the kNN query. Some of them [5, 14] aim
to handle the high-dimensional data, which is not our case and the R*-tree is effectively
used to process spatial data. Therefore, we use the R*-tree as the underlying index structure.
However our discussion can be generalized to other spatial indexing structures.
To efficiently answer the kNN query in the R-tree, Roussopoulos et al. [21] proposed a
branch-and-bound R-tree traversal algorithm. It is a modification of the algorithm proposed
in [9] for the k-d tree. In [21], the algorithm starts form the root of the R-tree and proceeds
downwards. The key idea of the algorithm is that many branches of the tree can be discarded
according to specific rules. Later, Hjaltason et al. [11] proposed an incremental approach
based on the best-first search. The proposed best-first algorithm uses a priority queue to
organize the minimum distance between the query object and elements in the R-tree that
have been accessed. It is optimal with respect to the R-tree index structure [4, 6].
Based on spatial or multidimensional object indexing and access methods mentioned
above, several historical spatio-temporal object indexing and access methods were also
developed. Spatio-temporal objects are spatial objects whose positions may change along
with time. Historical spatio-temporal object indexing and access methods can be classified
into three categories as shown in Table 1.
The first category methods [15, 18, 23] build a separate spatial index for each time
instance. While an object in spatio-temporal databases is associated with several time
instances, a spatio-directional object is associated with only one direction. Therefore, existing methods in the first category cannot be used to solve our problem. The second category
Table 1 Summary of Methods dealing with Historical Spatio-temporal Objects
Category

Description

Methods

1st

A separate spatial index for each time instance.

[15, 18, 23]

2nd

A higher priority to the temporal aspect.

[19],TB-tree in [20]

3rd

Addition of the temporal aspect to existing

[7, 25, 27],

spatial object indexing and access methods.

STR-tree in [20]
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methods [19, 20] give a higher priority to the temporal aspect and they mainly aim to process trajectory-oriented queries. Therefore, methods in this category are not applicable to
our problem either.
The last category methods [7, 20, 25, 27] add the temporal aspect into existing spatial
object indexing and access methods. The temporal dimension in the methods in this category
can be considered to be corresponding to the direction dimension in our case. We can trivially adapt the indexing and access methods for spatio-temporal objects to answer DCkNN
queries by treating a directional dimension as a temporal dimension. However, it does not
mean that such adaptation also guarantees the efficiency. Theoderidis et al. [25] treats time
as another dimension in addition to the spatial dimensions. The performance of [25] suffers
from not discriminating between spatial and temporal dimensions. The idea similar to one
presented in [25] is applied to one of our naı̈ve solutions. In addition to the above method,
several methods are also developed [7, 20, 27]. However, spatio-temporal objects in these
methods exist all the time (i.e., an object at time t exists at time t + 1). The objects are just
moving according to the time change. These methods utilize this moving characteristic of
objects to efficiently process the query. In contrast, spatio-directional objects in our problem
exist independent of the directional dimension. Such differences make a trivial adaptation of an existing work for spatio-temporal objects inefficient or infeasible. Moreover, the
unique circular characteristic of the direction leaves some room for the optimization for the
solution. The details about the above optimization are addressed in Section 3.
Recently, a few researches addressed the direction aspect in addition to the spatial aspect.
Li et al. [17] proposed the direction-aware spatial keyword search, called DESKS, which
finds the k nearest neighbors satisfying both keywords and direction constraints to the query.
DESKS deals with spatial objects and only the query has direction constraints while our
problem deals with spatio-directional objects. Lee et al. [16] proposed a direction-aware
bichromatic reverse kNN algorithm called DART. In contrast to DESKS, all data objects
have their own directions while the query object does not by its reverse nature. These two
methods integrate the direction aspect to the spatial aspect, but the usage of the direction
is different from ours. DESKS finds objects that are closely placed within the view of a
certain range from the direction of the query object. DART finds the set of spatial objects
such that the query object is within an angular range of the direction of a spatial object
in the set and the query object is in kNNs of the object. In our DCkNN query, we aim to
find objects not only close to the query object but also with directions similar to that of
the query object. Therefore, the purpose of queries of DESK and DART are different from
ours.

3 Problem definition
In this section, we formally describe our problem and define the Direction-Constrained k
Nearest Neighbor (DCkNN) query. Our problem setting is summarized as follows:
–
–

–

We consider a set O of N objects, where each object o ∈ O is a point in the Euclidean
2D space.
Each object o ∈ O is associated with a direction, which is represented as a counterclockwise angle degree, denoted by o.θ, where 0 ≤ o.θ < 360 and the direction of 3
o’clock is set to 0.
The query object q is also a 2D point, and consists of its direction q.θ , and the angle
restricting the range of q.θ , denoted by q.δ, to identify a object with a direction similar
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Fig. 3 Query Range of q when
q.θ = 10 and q.δ = 60

–
–

–

to that of q, where 0 ≤ q.δ < 360. We use the simple term query range to refer to this
range of q.
A range of directions [θs , θe ] is circularly defined based on the counterclockwise
direction, where θe can be numerically smaller than θs .
To represent containment relationships between a direction range and another direction
range or a direction value, we use ⊂c , ⊆c , and ∈c to be distinguished from ⊂, ⊆, and
∈, respectively.3 For instance, o.θ ∈c [θs , θe ] indicates that the direction of o is within
the range [θs , θe ] in the counterclockwise direction.
Similarly, we use −c to denote rotating direction values in the clockwise direction, and
+c to denote rotating direction values in the counterclockwise direction.4

Then the DCkNN query finds k nearest neighbors of q, and the direction of each neighbor
should be within the query range of q as the following definition:
Definition 1 (DCkNN Query) Given a set O of objects and a query object q, the DCkNN
query finds k objects {o1 , o2 , ..., ok } ⊆ O such that:
oi .θ ∈c (q.θ −c q.δ/2, q.θ +c q.δ/2), for i ∈ [1, k], and
dist (oi , q) ≤ dist (oj , q), for i ∈ [1, k] and j > i.
The query range of q is defined as (q.θ −c q.δ/2, q.θ +c q.δ/2) and its size is q.δ.
dist (oi , q) is the Euclidean distance between oi and q.
Figure 3 shows the query range of q when q.θ = 10 and q.δ = 60. Recall that the
DCkNN query example when k = 3 is depicted in Fig. 2.
The DCkNN query can be seen as a combined query of the kNN query in the 2D space
(i.e., the set of 2D locations) and the range query in the 1D space (i.e., the set of directions).
Therefore, the DCkNN query can be answered by incrementally finding the next nearest
neighbor and checking whether its direction is within the query range until k valid neighbors
are retrieved. Alternatively, we can first perform the range search on the set of directions,
and then find k nearest neighbors in the set of valid objects resulting from the range search.
Unfortunately, both of the two approaches above suffer from the significant overhead due
to the runtime evaluation for either of the range search task or the kNN search task without
any preprocessed structure. Thus, even though we can utilize an existing index structure
such as the R-tree or the B-tree for one task, it is unavoidable to perform the second task
from the scratch (i.e., using the result returned from the first task) to get the final answer.

3 ⊃ , ⊇ , and 
c
c
c
4 Arithmetically,

are similarly defined.

(θ1 ±c θ2 ) is identical to ((θ1 ± θ2 ) ∓ 360 · x), where x is a non-negative integer for the
resulting direction value to be between 0 and 360.
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Our goal is to preprocess the set O of objects in such a way that both of the range search
on directions and the kNN search on locations can be efficiently processed simultaneously,
to answer the DCkNN query efficiently. To this end, one important opportunity in our problem lies in the fact that the direction has a circular property, that is, 360 is the same as 0. This
circular property helps to design our index structure and the query processing algorithm,
which will be further explained in the following section.

4 Direction-constrained k nearest neighbor search
In this section, we explain the solutions for processing the DCkNN query. First, we examine
some straightforward solutions adapting the algorithms for the conventional kNN query.
Next, we propose a new index structure for the DCkNN query, called MULTI, which is
basically the multiple granularity R-trees constructed by recursively partitioning the dataset
based on the direction. Finally, our proposed query processing algorithms using the MULTI
structure are presented. The summary of notations that are frequently used in this paper is
shown in Table 2.

4.1 Adaptation from the existing solution
Let us first go through some straightforward solutions adapted from the existing kNN algorithms. As we mentioned in Section 3, the DCkNN query is a type of the kNN query
combined with a range constraint on one dimension (i.e., direction) that is separated from
the dimensions used for the kNN search (i.e., spatial dimensions). Therefore, the most
straightforward approach is to modify the existing solution for the conventional kNN search
so that our DCkNN query can be processed efficiently.
As we mentioned in Section 2, we use the R-tree as our underlying structure, and the
best-first algorithm [11] for the kNN query is known as the optimal algorithm over the Rtree index. The best-first algorithm traverses the R-tree from the root node in a best first
manner while maintaining the best nearest distance (i.e., the k-th closest distance) so far.
Specifically, the algorithm uses a priority queue whose entries are either nodes or objects
Table 2 Summary of Notation
Symbol

Description

O

The set of data objects.

o.θ

The direction of an object o, where o ∈ O and 0 ≤ o.θ < 360.

q.θ

The direction of a query q, where 0 ≤ q.θ < 360.

q.δ

The angle restricting the range of q.θ , where 0 < q.δ < 360.

φ

The dividing parameter for partitioning the directional dimension.

γ

The sub direction range.

M = {M0 , ..., Mh−1 }

The multi level index structure called MULTI,
where Mi , 0 ≤ i ≤ h − 1, is the i-th level Rtree-bundle, and h is
the number of levels.

⊂c , ⊆c , ∈c , ⊃c , ⊇c , and c

Containment relationships between a direction range
and another direction range or a direction value.

−c

Rotating direction values in the clockwise direction.

+c

Rotating direction values in the counterclockwise direction.
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that are being visited. The order of the queue entries is based on the minimum distance
from the query, and the entry with a smaller minimum distance has a higher priority. First,
the algorithm starts with inserting all the children of the root node into the queue. Next,
it removes the top entry from the queue, and then inserts again all its children if the entry
is a node. If the entry being removed is an object, it takes the object as the next nearest
neighbor. The algorithm is terminated when there is no further entry in the queue which has
a minimum distance smaller than the current best distance.

3D R-tree In order to process the DCkNN query, a natural way is to construct a 3D Rtree by regarding the direction as one dimension and perform the best-first algorithm in
this 3D R-tree. Whenever the next nearest object in terms of the distance based on three
dimensions (i.e., the spatial dimensions and the direction dimension) is retrieved, we take
the object as long as it has a valid direction value. Note that we should also maintain the
best distance in the spatial dimensions to determine when to stop the algorithm. However,
this algorithm can be very inefficient especially due to the fact that the 3D distance can be
extremely different from its corresponding 2D distance. This can be even worse when the
query range is relatively large. To illustrate, many objects nearby the query in the 2D space
may also satisfy the direction constraint due to the large query range. At the same time,
however, these objects can have quite different directions from the query (even though their
directions are within the query range), which means that they are far away from the query
in the 3D space.

Min/Max R-tree Another solution is to augment the spatial R-tree with additional information about the direction. For each node in the R-tree, we store the maximum and
minimum of the directions of all the objects residing in the node. While performing the
best-first algorithm in the spatial R-tree, we can prune the node whose direction range does
not intersect with the query range by checking the maximum and minimum direction values
of the node. Unfortunately, we cannot expect a certain correlation between locations and
directions. This implies that every node can have a relatively large direction range (i.e., the
minimum direction close to 0 and the maximum direction close to 360). In that case, most
of the nodes cannot be pruned as their direction ranges are most likely to intersect the query
range, which actually says that we do not utilize any preprocessed structure for the range
search on the direction.
4.2 MULTI: the multiple granularity index structure
To overcome the limitations of the aforementioned straightforward solutions, we devise a
new index structure, called MULTI, which aims to preprocess the set of objects in order for
the DCkNN query to be processed efficiently.
Basically, we divide the dataset along the dimension of directions for the purpose of
minimizing the range search space while performing the best-first algorithm in the Min/Max
R-tree. The benefit of minimizing the range search space is twofold: (1) Apparently, the
size of the dataset to be searched for the query is minimized. (2) More importantly, it has
the benefit that the actual number of objects to be retrieved using the best-first algorithm to
find the final kNN objects satisfying the direction constraint is also minimized. The second
benefit substantially improves the performance due to the fact that the cost of the best-first
algorithm is known as linearly increasing with the number of objects to be retrieved [24].
As mentioned earlier, the key to design our MULTI is that the direction has a circular
property. By using this circular property, we suggest a circular data partitioning scheme.
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Fig. 4 Circular Partitioning
Scheme

An example is shown in Fig. 4. Note that the circular property ensures the minimum and
maximum values to be finite. This makes the number of levels of MULTI based on a multi
granularity partitioning scheme not to be very large.

Basic Idea Our problem and solutions do not require the fixed size of the query range,
however, to get the intuition behind MULTI, let us first assume that the angle of the query
range is fixed to be 60 (i.e., q.δ = 60 for any q). Then we can divide the entire range
(i.e., [0, 360)) of directions into 6 (i.e., 360/60) equal-sized sub ranges, namely [0, 60),
[60, 120), [120, 180), [180, 240), [240, 300), and [300, 360), which are γ0 , ..., γ5 as shown
in Fig. 4, respectively. One nice property is that any query range can intersect at most two
adjacent sub ranges, and other sub ranges can safely be pruned. Therefore, we can construct
six small R-trees with respect to the given set O of objects, each of which contains only the
objects whose direction angles are within a pair of two adjacent sub ranges. By doing this,
for any query q with q.δ = 60, we have one R-tree covering the set Oq of all the objects
whose directions are within the query range. Also, the size of the dataset in this R-tree is
likely to be roughly twice of |Oq |.
For instance, the R-tree for γ5 and γ0 is constructed for the subset O ⊆ O of objects
such that each object in O has a direction in the range [300, 360) or [0, 60). As shown
in Fig. 4, if the query range intersects γ5 and γ0 , we can perform the best-first algorithm
using only this R-tree on O to find valid k nearest objects to q, and discard all other objects
whose directions are within other sub ranges. Also, assuming that directions are uniformly
distributed, the size of this R-tree is expected to be only twice of that of the ideal R-tree
which has only objects satisfying the direction constraint of q. We confirm that the uniform direction assumption is true from actual directions of photos (refer Section 5.1.1 and
Fig. 10).
Note that the size of the entire structure above is only twice of that of the R-tree on
the entire set O since each object is stored in only two different R-trees. Thus, the space
complexity is still linear as that of the R-tree on O is also linear.

Rtree-bundle The most challenging part lies in the fact that the angle of the query range
(i.e., q.δ) can be an arbitrary value rather than a fixed value. To address this challenge,
MULTI contains multiple basic structures, each of which is constructed in a manner similar
to the basic structure explained above, but with a different granularity. Let us refer to this
basic structure of MULTI as Rtree-bundle.
First, we formally define the Rtree-bundle. An Rtree-bundle is associated with a dividing
parameter. Let φ denote this dividing parameter (e.g., φ = 60 in Fig. 4). Based on φ, the
entire range of directions is circularly divided into sub ranges, denoted by γ0 , ..., γ(360/φ)−1 ,
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such that each sub range γi , for i ∈ 0, 360
φ − 1 , is defined as: γi = [ φ · i, φ · (i + 1) ).
Then the Rtree-bundle with respect to φ can be defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Rtree-bundle) Given a set O of objects, the Rtree-bundle with respect to φ
is the set of R-trees {R0 , ..., R(360/φ)−1 } such that Ri , 0 ≤ i ≤ (360/φ) − 1, contains only
the subset Oi ⊆ O of objects, where:



−
2
{o ∈ O|o.θ ∈c γi ∨ o.θ ∈c γi+1 }, for i ∈ 0, 360
φ
Oi =
{o ∈ O|o.θ ∈c γi ∨ o.θ ∈c γ0 }, for i = 360
φ −1
Let RB(φ) represent the Rtree-bundle with respect to φ as defined above. Then RB(φ)
has the following property by Definition 2:
Property 1 Let RB(φ) = {R0 , ..., R(360/φ)−1 }. The direction range corresponding to each
Ri , denoted by γ (Ri ) is:


360
γ (Ri ) = [ φ · i, φ · i +c 2φ ), for i ∈ 0,
−1 .
φ
We also introduce the following notions related to Definition 2, which are used in our
query processing algorithm:
Definition
3 (Even-Rtree-bundle/Odd-Rtree-bundle)
Let
RB(φ)
=
{R0 , ..., R(360/φ)−1 }. Then the Even-Rtree-bundle with respect to φ, denoted by RBe (φ), is:
RBe (φ) = {R2j ∈ RB(φ)|j ∈ [0, 360/2φ − 1]},
and the Odd-Rtree-bundle, denoted by RBo (φ), is similarly:
RBo (φ) = {R2j +1 ∈ RB(φ)|j ∈ [0, 360/2φ − 1]}.
In addition, we use the terms even R-tree and odd R-tree to refer to the R-trees in the
Even-Rtree-bundle and Odd-Rtree-bundle, respectively. Figure 5 shows an example of the
Even-Rtree-bundle and Odd-Rtree-bundle with respect to φ = 60. Each R-tree in RB(60)
is associated with a direction range as large as 120, as explained in Property 1.

Fig. 5 Rtree-bundles with respect to φ =60
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Figure 6 shows an example of R-trees created with given spatio-directional objects using
the basic idea proposed above. For the simplicity, we only depict R-trees in Even-Rtreebundle. Even-Rtree-bundle contains three R-trees which contain objects with directions
from 0 to 120, from 120 to 240, and from 240 to 360, respectively.

MULTI Now we are ready to explain MULTI. MULTI is basically the set of Rtree-bundles,
each of which is based on a different φ value. Let us use M to represent MULTI.

As mentioned earlier, as long as q.δ = φ, RB(φ) roughly guarantees that the size
of the R-tree to be processed is likely to be just twice of that of the ideal R-tree containing only valid objects with respect to q. Now the question is how to determine
appropriate φ’s in such a way that any query q with any q.δ can be processed by using
MULTI.
To answer the question, let us first consider the maximum and minimum values of
φ’s, which are denoted by max(φ) and min(φ), respectively. Indeed, min(φ) can be
arbitrarily small, but max(φ) can be limited to be 120. This is because, in the case of
360/φ ≤ 2, the Rtree-bundle will have only one R-tree on the entire set O, which is
trivial.
Given max(φ) and min(φ), we construct MULTI M by the following steps:
1. Set φ to max(φ) and M to an empty set.
2. Construct RB(φ) and insert it to M.
3. Set φ to φ/2 and repeat Step 2 unless φ < min(φ)/2.
Thus, MULTI is a multi-level index structure, where each level is associated with an
Rtree-bundle with a certain granularity.
Figure 7 shows an example of R-trees created with given spatio-directional objects in
Fig. 6 using MULTI. For the simplicity, we only depict 1-level R-trees in Even-Rtree-bundle
in Fig. 7, and 0-level R-trees in Even-Rtree-bundle are the same as R-trees depicted in
Fig. 6. As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, 0-level R-trees have 120 degrees granularities and 1-level
R-trees have 60 degrees granularities.

Fig. 6 R-trees Created using Basic Idea
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Fig. 7 R-trees Created using MULTI

Now we introduce the important properties and notations of MULTI as follows:
Lemma 1 Let M = {M0 , ..., Mh−1 } be MULTI constructed with max(φ) and min(φ), Mi
be the i-th level Rtree-bundle in M where 0 ≤ i ≤ h − 1, and h be the number of levels of
M (the h − 1-th level is the bottom level). Then M has the following properties:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Let φi be the dividing parameter of Mi (i.e., Mi = RB(φi ). Then φi = 2φi+1 .
h = log max(φ)
min(φ) + 1.
The space complexity of M is O(hN/B), where N is |O| and B is the block size of the
R-tree.
Given a query q with q.δ ∈ [min(φ), max(φ)], let R be an R-tree in RB(φ ) such that
the direction range of R fully covers (q.θ −c q.δ/2, q.θ +c q.δ/2). Then the minimum
of such φ ’s is less than 2 · q.δ.

Proof Here are the proofs:
1. This is obvious by the construction process of MULTI.
> min(φ)
2. h is the greatest integer such that max(φ)
2 .
2h−1
3. By Definition 2, the space complexity of each Rtree-bundle is linear with respect to N
(i.e., O(N/B)), and there are h of Rtree-bundles in M.
4. Without loss of generality, let φi+1 < q.δ < φi and q.θ ∈c [φi+1 · j, φi+1 · j +c φi+1 ),
for some j ∈ [0, φ360
− 1]. Then we have:
i+1
q.θ −c q.δ/2 ∈c (φi+1 · j −c φi+1 , φi+1 · j ] and
q.θ +c q.δ/2 ∈c [φi+1 · j +c φi+1 , φi+1 · j +c 2φi+1 ).
Let γ (q) = (q.θ −c

q.δ
2 ,

q.θ +c

q.δ
2 ).

Then we have:

γ (q) ⊆c (φi+1 · j −c φi+1 , φi+1 · j +c 2φi+1 )

(1)
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From Eq. 1, for odd j ’s:
γ (q) ⊆c (φi+1 · (j − 1), φi+1 · (j − 1) +c 3φi+1 )
⊂c (φi+1 · (j − 1), φi+1 · (j − 1) +c 4φi+1 )
= (φi+1 · (j − 1), φi+1 · (j − 1) +c 2φi )
⊂c [φi · t, φi · t +c 2φi ), where j = 2t + 1.

(2)

By Property 1, Eq. 2 represents the direction range of the R-trees in RB(φi ). From Eq.
1, for even j ∈ [0, φ360
− 1), we also have RB(φi ) by deriving γ (q) ⊆c (φi+1 · (j +
i+1
2) −c 3φi+1 , φi+1 · (j + 2)) ⊂c (φi+1 · (j + 2) −c 4φi+1 , φi+1 · (j + 2)).
Thus, for q.δ ∈ (φi+1 , φi ), there must exist an R-tree belonging to RB(φi ) whose
direction range covers γ (q). By letting φ = φi , φ = 2φi+1 < 2 · q.δ, and hence φ is
less than 2 · q.δ.

It is worth noting that min(φ) in practice does not have to be too small, which implies
that h is much less than N . For instance, h is 8 with a reasonably small min(φ) = 1 and is
only 4 when min(φ) > 15. Therefore, we can claim that our MULTI only requires an almost
linear space (i.e., O(hN/B) ≈ O(N/B)). Moreover, MULTI can handle an arbitrarily small
q.δ < min(φ) by sacrificing the efficiency without increasing the space. In other words,
we can control the trade-off between the efficiency and space usage by setting min(φ)
properly.

4.3 Query processing algorithms using MULTI
In this section, we propose our two query processing algorithms for DCkNN query
using MULTI. First, we demonstrate the overall flow of our algorithms, and explain how
to select the best R-tree for a given query. Next, we present two algorithms, namely
S INGLE - FIT and A DAPTIVE - FIT, each of which addresses the solution in a different
way.

4.3.1 Overview
Our algorithms follow the best-first kNN algorithm, which is the optimal algorithm over
the R-tree index. Also, we use the Min/Max R-tree for small R-trees that constitute MULTI.
More specifically, we first select the best R-tree in MULTI, and then perform the bestfirst algorithm considering minimum and maximum direction values. Note that to obtain k
objects with respect to the DCkNN query, we should retrieve k objects using the best-first
algorithm, where k ≥ k. This is because, not all the retrieved objects using the best-first
algorithm on the Min/Max R-tree can be the answer for the DCkNN query due to the direction constraint. Considering that the cost of the best-first algorithm linearly increases with
respect to the number of objects to be retrieved, and the number of objects to be retrieved
can be minimized by selecting a smaller R-tree, and we come up with an important question as follows: “How to select the best R-tree or a set of R-trees?”. For example, MULTI
is consist of small R-trees with a different granularity for each level as dipicted in Fig. 9b.
Among those R-trees, we should select the best R-tree which contains the query range or a
set of R-trees across several levels such that the union of ranges of the R-trees contains the
query range.
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4.3.2 Proposed query processing algorithms
Let us now tackle the question addressed above. First, we show a straightforward approach,
and then propose a sophisticated approach that considerably improves the straightforward
approach.

SINGLE - FIT The most natural way to select the best R-tree is to select a single compact
R-tree. In other words, for a given query q, we find the smallest R-tree in MULTI such that
the direction range of the R-tree fully covers the query range. Then, we perform the bestfirst kNN algorithm on the selected R-tree. We call this algorithm S INGLE - FIT, which has
the following property:
Lemma 2 Given a MULTI M constructed with max(φ) and min(φ), and a query q with
q.δ ∈ [min(φ), max(φ)], S INGLE - FIT always finds an R-tree R min in M satisfying (1) the
q.δ
direction range of R min fully covers (q.θ −c q.δ
2 , q.θ +c 2 ) and (2) the direction range of
min
is not larger than 4 · q.δ.
R
Proof This follows directly from the statement 4 of Lemma 1 and Property 1 implying that
the direction range size of an R-tree in RB(φ) is 2φ.
Even if Lemma 2 can be seen too pessimistic (i.e., for most of the queries, the direction
range of the selected R min is expected to be much smaller than 4 · q.δ), it implies that the
S INGLE - FIT algorithm on MULTI can be inefficient in some cases. Thus, in the worst cases,
the R-tree to be processed is likely to be four times larger than that of the ideal R-tree on
the actual set of valid objects with respect to the query.

ADAPTIVE - FIT The above drawback of S INGLE - FIT inspires us to improve it to a more
sophisticated approach. The key idea of the new approach is “selecting multiple R-trees”.
This idea changes the question in Section 4.3.1 as follows: “How to select the best
combination of R-trees?”.
Here, we present an algorithm with a more sophisticated approach called A DAPTIVE FIT which finds a set of R-trees that minimizes the query cost on MULTI. Let us denote
Radaptive as an optimal R-tree combination set which minimizes the query cost. Then
Radaptive can be computed by the following steps:

1. Let R be the set of all R-trees in MULTI (R = M∈M M), and let P (R) be the power
set of R.
2. Find a subset C ⊆ P (R) such that the union of the direction ranges of R-trees in each
q.δ
set in C fully covers the query range (q.θ −c q.δ
2 , q.θ +c 2 ).

q.δ
q.δ
Formally, C = {C ∈ P (R) |
R∈C γ (R) ⊇c (q.θ −c 2 , q.θ +c 2 )} where γ (R)
is the direction range of an R-tree R.
3. Let Ĉ(R ) be the cost function which estimates the kNN query cost on a set of R-trees
R.
4. Find the optimal R-tree combination set Radaptive ∈ C which minimizes Ĉ(Radaptive ).
After finding the optimal R-tree combination set, A DAPTIVE - FIT performs a slightly
modified best-first kNN algorithm which is to find global NN objects among multiple Rtrees. By using one unified priority queue for multiple R-trees, the algorithm naturally finds
global NN objects.
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However, there are two problems in the above steps for finding Radaptive . The first is
how to estimate the kNN query cost Ĉ(R) for a given set of R-trees R. The second is the
exhaustive computation of Step 2. Moreover, R-tree sets in C have many irreverent R-trees
with respect to the query range. For now, leaving out the first problem, let us focus on the
second problem.

To avoid the exhaustive computation of Step 2, we present a novel bottom-up scheme that
checks a significantly fewer number of R-tree combination sets compared to the cardinality
of C . Let us say two R-trees are neighboring R-trees if two r-trees have consecutive direction
ranges. The idea is based on the fact that if the query range fully includes two neighboring
R-trees, the big R-tree, which corresponds to the pair of two neighboring R-trees, always
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incurs less or equal query cost compared to the pair of two neighboring R-trees. This is true
since R-tree requires O(M · logM (n)) query time on the average, and O(M · logM (n)) <
O(2 · M · logM (n/2)) where M is the maximum number of objects in a node, n is the total
number of objects, and M < n.

Therefore, only the R-tree which partially intersects with the query range should be
carefully considered. Conceptually, the optimal R-tree combination is identified as follows.
1.

Select all R-trees each of which is included by the query range or intersects with the
query range at the bottom (Mh−1 ) level R-tree-bundle.
2. Replace two neighboring R-trees with a corresponding R-tree at the next upper level, if
the query range fully includes the two neighboring R-trees.
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Fig. 8 Bottom-up scheme

3.

Replace two neighboring R-trees with a corresponding R-tree at the next upper level, if
the corresponding R-tree incurs less estimated cost.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until we cannot replace more.
Let us explain the A DAPTIVE - FIT algorithm with the bottom-up scheme using Algorithm
1. First, the algorithm constructs a partial set (Reven ) of R-trees from the bottom level EvenRtree-bundle such that each R-tree in the set is included in or intersects with the query range
(Line 5 - Line 12). Similarly, Rodd is constructed from the bottom level Odd-Rtree-bundle
(Line 13). Note that F indEvenRtree(l, θ ) finds an R-tree which includes θ from the l-th
level Even-Rtree-bundle (Line 6 - Line 7). Then, it initializes minCost and Rbest using the
two constructed sets (Line 14 - Line 17). Until reaching the top level (l is equal to zero), the
algorithm recursively finds a better R-tree combination set by replacing two neighboring
R-trees in the previous best even R-tree combination set Reven with either an R-tree in an
upper level Odd-Rtree-bundle or an R-tree in an upper level Even-Rtree-bundle (Line 18 Line 21). The details of the replacing procedure are described in Algorithm 2. Finally, the
algorithm returns Rbest as the optimal R-tree combination set.
Figure 8 shows the bottom-up scheme used in A DAPTIVE - FIT. Conceptually, the bottomup scheme recursively elevates the current best R-tree combination set to the next upper
level for finding a better R-tree combination set. When we replace a pair of neighboring
even R-trees with one R-tree in the next upper level Rtree-bundle, the replaced upper level
R-tree can be either an odd R-tree or an even R-tree according to the indexes of R-trees in
M
the pair (e.g., In Fig. 9b, R0M4 and R2M4 are replaced by an odd R-tree R0 3 , and R2M4 and
M

M

R4M4 are replaced by an even R-tree R1 3 , where Ri j is the i-th R-tree in the Mj Rtreebundle.). However, we cannot replace two neighboring odd R-trees.5 Therefore, we need
to maintain Reven from UpperEvenLevel for the next iteration while UpperOddLevel
only checks whether there exists a better R-tree combination set using odd R-trees in terms
of the query cost (Line 19 - Line 20 in Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 2 replaces a pair of neighboring R-trees with one R-tree in the next upper
upper
upper
level Rtree-bundle. Firstly, the algorithm identifies two R-trees, RS
and RE
, which
include the start direction and end direction of the query range, respectively, from the next
curr
upper level Even-Rtree-bundle. (Line 3 - Line 4). Then, it finds two subsets Rcurr
S , RE
curr
curr
even
⊆R
, such that the directions of R-trees in RS and RE are covered by the direcupper
upper
and RE
, respectively (Line 7 - Line 8). It also finds even R-trees between
tions of RS

replace two neighboring odd R-trees, we need a structure using 2(2h − 1)N/B space which is too
expensive.

5 To
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Fig. 9 Circular and vertical representations of example queries
upper

upper

upper

RS
and RE
, RC
(Line 9 - Line 12). After that, it constructs four R-tree combiupper
upper
upper
,
R
, RC
, Rcurr
(Line 13 - Line 17). Finally,
nation sets using Rcurr
S
E , and RE
S
by comparing the estimated kNN costs of the four R-tree combination sets, the algorithm
returns the minimum cost R-tree combination set as Rbest (Line 17 - Line 21). Note that
even if the algorithm cannot find a smaller cost R-tree combination set compared to that
of the current best one, it should return the smallest cost R-tree combination set among the
four combinations as Reven for the next iteration of Algorithm 1.
Due to the space limitation, we only present UpperEvenLevel (Algorithm 2). However,
UpperOddLevel is basically the same as UpperEvenLevel, except that it only returns Rbest ,
and the F indEvenRtree() function is replaced by the F indOddRtree() function which
finds odd R-trees.
Let us explain some query examples with Fig. 9. Figure 9a shows three queries q1 , q2 ,
and q3 and Fig. 9b shows MULTI with the three queries (double arrowed lines) in Fig. 9a.
To clearly show each level of the Rtree-bundle, we depict the direction as a horizontal line.
Arrowed lines above each horizontal line represent even R-trees, and arrowed lines below
each horizontal line represent odd R-trees (depicted for M1 Rtree-bundle only). Recall that
M
Ri j is the i-th R-tree in the Mj Rtree-bundle.
M
When q1 is queried, S INGLE - FIT selects R0 0 as the best R-tree because it is the most
M
compact R-tree which fully covers q1 . In such case, R0 0 has almost four times bigger
direction range compared to the query range as we mentioned in Lemma 2. However,
M4
A DAPTIVE - FIT may find a set of R-trees consisting of R6M4 , R2M2 , and R16
based on the
M
estimated costs. Clearly, this set of R-trees has much fewer objects than R0 0 . Moreover,
M
in order to get kNN objects from R0 0 , we have to retrieve about (4 · k)NN objects since
only a quarter of objects are within the query range. By considering that the cost of the
best-first algorithm linearly increases with respect to the number of objects to retrieve (For
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the above example, 4 · k), this is a quite big overhead. In contrast to q1 , both of S INGLE M
FIT and A DAPTIVE - FIT find R6 2 for the query q2 and this is the most optimistic case for
S INGLE - FIT.
Let us continue to explain a more detailed behavior of A DAPTIVE - FIT with another
query q3 using notations in Algorithm 1 and 2. To distinguish line numbers between
two algorithms, Line ij is used to refer to Line i of Algorithm j . Firstly, Reven :=
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
{R32
, R34
, R36
, ..., R42
} and Rodd := {R31
, R33
, R35
, ..., R43
} are constructed
through Line 51 to Line 131 . Suppose that the estimated kNN cost of Reven is smaller
than that of Rodd . Then, Rbest := Reven and minCost := Ĉ(Reven ) in Line 151 .
Algorithm 1 checks whether a better R-tree combination set exists or not by replacing
two neighboring R-trees with an odd R-tree in Line 191 . Suppose that, a better R-tree
combination set does not exist. Next, Algorithm 1 also checks whether a better R-tree
combination set exists or not by replacing two neighboring R-trees with an even R-tree
in Line 201 . Through Line 22 to Line 162 , four R-tree combination sets are constructed
M
M
M
M
M4
M4
M4
M4
M4
, R34
, R183 , R403 , R42
} (2) R1 = {R163 , R183 , R40
, R42
} (3)
as follows. (1) R0 = {R32
M3
M3
M3
M3
M3
M4
M4
R2 = {R32 , R34 , R18 , R20 } (4) R3 = {R16 , R18 , R20 }. Among the four sets, supM
M
M
pose R3 has the smallest estimated cost. Then Algorithm 2 returns {R163 , R183 , R203 } as
best
R . Algorithm 1 continues to replace two neighboring R-trees. In Line 191 , the algorithm checks whether a better R-tree combination set is exist by replacing two neighboring
M
M
M
R-trees using the previous best Even-Rtree combination ({R163 , R183 , R203 }). At this time,
M3
R2 = {R16
, R9M2 } has a smaller estimated cost than minCost. Then, Rbest and minCost
are updated to R2 and Ĉ(R2 ), respectively. Algorithm 1 continues to find a better R-tree
combination set in Line 201 but it cannot find such R-tree combination set and the algorithm
M
returns {R163 , R9M2 } as the optimal R-tree combination set for q3 .
Lemma 3 Given a MULTI M, and a query q with q.δ, A DAPTIVE - FIT always finds an
optimal R-tree combination based on the estimated cost.
Mj

Proof 1. Let Ri
2.

Mj +1

if γ (Ri

be the i-th R-tree in the Mj Rtree-bundle.
M

j +1
), γ (Ri+2
) ⊂ (q.θ −c

q.δ
2 ,

q.θ +c

q.δ
2 ),

M

then the query cost of q on Ri/2j ,
M

3.

4.

5.

M

j +1
is always equal to or less than the sum of query costs of q on Ri j +1 and Ri+2
.
The above is true since the R-tree has a logarithmic search time complexity with respect
to the number of objects in the R-tree. Therefore, we can replace such two neighboring
R-trees without the cost estimation.
Only the two neighboring even R-trees have a corresponding R-tree in the next upper
level Rtree-bundle. However, the corresponding R-tree can be an even R-tree or an odd
R-tree.
Therefore, the bottom-up scheme, which maintains a best R-tree combination consisting of even R-trees only, and the minimum cost among all R-tree combinations,
correctly finds an optimal R-tree combination on MULTI.

Update on MULTI Although MULTI has multiple R-trees, each object is duplicated only
once among R-trees for each level. The number of levels in MULTI is different according
to the minimum range of the query, min(φ), as we mentioned in Section 4.2. MULTI has
8 and 4 levels when min(φ) is 1 and 15, respectively. However, on MULTI, an update only
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(a) Real directions from SD dataset

491

(b) Randomly generated directions under the uniform
distribution

Fig. 10 10 Degree Interval Histogram

affects two R-trees for each level, and the number of objects in an R-tree in the i + 1-th level
is decreased by half compared to that in an R-tree in the i-th level. This makes the update on
MULTI comparable to the update on a single R-tree containing all objects. For an insertion,
the R-tree requires a linear time complexity with respect to the number of objects. Therefore,
even if there are infinite levels on MULTI, an insertion in MULTI requires at most 5/3 times
more than that in a single R-tree which contains all objects6 . For a deletion which requires
a logarithmic time complexity with respect to the number of objects, MULTI requires an
iterated logarithmic time more than a single R-tree with respect to the number of objects.
For instance, if there are one thousand objects, MULTI constructed with min(φ) = 15 is
6.33 times slower than a single R-tree, and even if there are a trillion objects, MULTI is
only 7.58 times slower than a single R-tree. It is almost constant with respect to the number
of objects.

Cost Estimation Now we examine how to estimate the kNN cost of a given set of R-trees.
Let R = {R0 , R1 , ..., R|R|−1 }. Then the estimated cost of R, Ĉ(R), is as follows:
|R|−1

kN N Cost |Ri |,
i=0

k · |Ri |
|R|−1
i=0 |Ri |

·

|[Ri .s, Ri .e]|
|[Ri .s, Ri .e] ∩ (q.s, q.e)|

(3)

where |Ri | is the number of objects in Ri , |[Ri .s, Ri .e]| is the size of the direction range
of Ri , |[Ri .s, Ri .e] ∩ (q.s, q.e)| is the size of the intersection range with the query range,
and kN N Cost (N, k) is a function that returns the estimated cost of the conventional kNN
processing, where two arguments N and k represent the number of objects in the R-tree and
the number of neighbors to be returned, respectively.
We first compute the expected number of neighbors for each R-tree, and obtain the
expected cost of the R-tree by invoking kN N Cost () function with the number of objects
in the R-tree and the expected number of neighbors as parameters. The expected number
of neighbors is calculated by multiplying two terms. The first term represents the expected
number of valid neighbors residing in Ri among k neighbors to be finally returned. The second term is an overhead factor accounting for additionally retrieved objects that are nearby

6 Under

the uniform direction assumption. The justification for the assumption can be found at the end of
Section 5.1.1 and Fig. 10.
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Table 3 Real Dataset Summary
Abbr.

|O|

SD

9153

Description

Location

Direction

Collected photos from 6 iPhones with actual

Real

Real

locations and directions
CO

0.14M

Foursquare dataset of Colorado

Real

Syntatic

NY

0.5M

Foursquare dataset of Newyork

Real

Syntatic

WC

1.1M

USGS dataset of western and central US

Real

Syntatic

EC

1M

Flickr dataset of European cities

Real

Syntatic

the query but not valid in terms of the direction. Both of the terms are based on the uniform direction assumption. The justification for the assumption can be found at the end of
Section 5.1.1.
The conventional kNN cost estimation has been actively studied in the past. Among the
existing works, we use the one by Tao et al. [24] in our experiments, which is known as not
only practical to implement but also precise in low dimensional spaces.

5 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of two proposed query processing algorithms on
our MULTI, namely A DAPTIVE - FIT and S INGLE - FIT, compared with the straightforward
adapted algorithms, namely 3D and Min/Max. The details of 3D and Min/Max are explained
in Section 4. We use both synthetic and real datasets. Firstly, we introduce our experimental
setting in Section 5.1. Then, we examine the performance of algorithms in terms of the
number of node accesses by varying parameters in Section 5.2. Using the number of node
accesses instead of the CPU time for the experiments is common for comparing R-tree based
algorithms [2, 8, 10, 13, 23, 24].

5.1 Environment setting
5.1.1 Datasets
To show the efficiencies of the proposed algorithms, we conduct a series of experiments on
real and synthetic datasets. We use five real datasets from various sources. For SD dataset,
we obtain 14234 photos taken from 6 different iPhone users. Time durations of photos
obtained from each user are varied from 9 months to 53 months. Among 14234 photos,
we use 9153 photos, each of photos has GPS coordinates and the heading-direction of the

Table 4 Default Parameters
Param.

Default

|O|

1M

k

1024

δ

25
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(a) CO

(b) NY

(c) WC

(d) EC

Fig. 11 Real Dataset : Varying k

device when the photo has been taken. We release SD dataset to public7 . It also contains
other information such as aperture size, ISO, shutter speed, and taken time.
Since large spatio-directional object datasets are not available in public, we use the
following four spatial datasets with syntactically generated directions under the uniform
distribution. From Foursquare8 , we crawled the real world POIs (Point Of Interests) using
their API. POIs crawled from Colorado State and POIs crawled from New York city are
denoted as CO and NY, respectively. Foursquare is one of the most famous location based
social network sites. We also use geoname data from USGS Geographic Names Information
System9 . The WC dataset is constructed from geoname data in western and central United
States. Since our motivating application deals with photo objects, we also used real photo
objects in Flickr. There are several Flickr datasets in public, however we use the largest one
from [1]. The summary of real datasets is listed in Table 3.
To show the scalability of proposed algorithms, we also generate two synthetic datasets
as follows. Spatial coordinates of objects are generated under uniform and Gaussian distribution, and directions of objects are generated under the uniform distribution. The domains
of spatial coordinates and directions are set to [0, 360). In the 3D R-tree, setting the same
domain range for spatial coordinates and directions is mandatory since the 3D R-tree does

7 You

can download the SD spatio-directional object dataset at http://islab.kaist.ac.kr/mjlee/SDset

8 http://foursquare.com
9 http://geonames.usgs.gov/
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not distinguish the spatial dimensions with the direction dimension. The cardinalities of
synthetic datasets are varied from 0.1M to 2M.

Uniform direction assumption Directions of real world photos are uniformly distributed
when a large number of objects in a wide area are considered. Figure 10a and b, show
frequencies of photos for every 10 degrees of real directions from the SD dataset and randomly generated directions under the uniform distribution, respectively. From Fig. 10, we
can plainly see that the direction distribution of real spatio-directional objects follows the
uniform distribution, and the shapes of two histograms of real directions and randomly
generated directions are quite similar. As mention in Section 1, we can also deal with
spatio-circular temporal objects.
5.1.2 Environment setting
We implement all algorithms in Java, and conduct all experiments on PC equipped with
Intel i-7 CPU with 3.3GHz and 64GB main memory. For each experiment, we vary the
number of neighbors, the size of the query range, and the cardinality of the dataset. The
other parameters excluding the varied parameter are set to default values which described
in Table 4. As a performance metric, we use the number of node accesses rather than the
CPU time, since the CPU time is dominated by the number of node accesses. The node size
of the R-tree is set to 1KB.

5.2 Experimental results
We show series of experimental results by varying parameters, and the accuracy of the cost
estimation model used in A DAPTIVE - FIT. The direction and spatial coordinates of the query
are generated randomly. Each value in the graphs is an average over 100 repetitions.

Effects of the number of neighbors Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the experimental
results for varying the number of neighbors (k). In all the cases, the proposed algorithms,
A DAPTIVE - FIT and S INGLE - FIT, outperform Min/Max and 3D in both real and synthetic

Varying
Fig. 12 SD Dataset : Varying k
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(a) Uniform
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(b) Gaussian

Fig. 13 Synthetic Dataset : Varying k

datasets. On the average, with small k = 64, the number of node accesses of A DAPTIVE FIT is 4.5 times smaller than that of Min/Max, and 103 times smaller than that of 3D. With
large k = 4096, the number of node accesses of A DAPTIVE - FIT is 11.1 times smaller than
that of Min/Max, and 34.7 times smaller than that of 3D. Between two proposed algorithms,
the number of node accesses of A DAPTIVE - FIT that selects multiple R-trees based on our
cost model is fairly smaller than that of S INGLE - FIT. When k = 4096, the number of node
accesses of A DAPTIVE - FIT is 1.6 times smaller than that of S INGLE - FIT on the average.

(a) CO

(b) NY

(c) WC

(d) EC

Fig. 14 Real Dataset : Varying δ
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Varying
Fig. 15 SD Dataset: Varying δ

Effects of the size of query range Figures 14, 15, and 16 show the experimental results
for varying the size of the query range (δ). Similar to the above results, two proposed algorithms outperform Min/Max and 3D in both real and synthetic datasets. On the average,
with small δ = 12.5, the number of node accesses of A DAPTIVE - FIT is 16.9 times smaller
than that of Min/Max, and 55.7 times smaller than that of 3D. The performance gap between
A DAPTIVE - FIT and 3D increases, when δ increases. This is because, the performance of 3D
gets worse when δ is large as we mentioned in Section 4.2. However, the performance gap
between A DAPTIVE - FIT and Min/Max decreases, when δ increases. This result shows that
our algorithms on MULTI effectively reduce the number of unnecessary objects respect to
the direction constraint. In the extreme case of δ = 360, our two proposed algorithms and
Min/Max result in the same number of node accesses, but the query with δ = 360 is not a
direction-constrained query.
Effects of the cardinality of dataset Figure 17 shows the experimental results on various
sizes of synthetic datasets. Even if the size of a dataset is quite large, the efficiencies of

(a) Uniform
Fig. 16 Synthetic Dataset : Varying δ

(b) Gaussian
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(a) Uniform
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(b) Gaussian

Fig. 17 Synthetic Dataset : Varying |O|

the proposed algorithms remain the same. When the size of a dataset becomes 20 times
larger from 0.1M to 2M, the numbers of node accesses of A DAPTIVE - FIT and S INGLE - FIT
increase only 13 % and 7 %, respectively. This result effectively show that our algorithms
are quite scalable to the size of the dataset.

Effects of the query direction As we mentioned in Section 4.3.2, S INGLE - FIT suffers
from the extreme case that the direction range of the selected R-tree is 4 times larger than
the query range (e.g., q1 in Fig. 9). To experimentally show this case, we varied the query
direction (q.θ). The results are shown in Fig. 18. As we expected, the number of node
accesses of S INGLE - FIT fluctuates with the query direction while that of A DAPTIVE - FIT is
relatively stable. The number of node accesses of S INGLE - FIT is up to 1.9 times larger than
that of A DAPTIVE - FIT, and almost always larger than that of A DAPTIVE - FIT thanks to the
precise cost estimation model as presented in Eq. 3. The pattern is similar from 0 to 360, so
we show the result only from 120 to 180.
Evaluation of the cost model Recall that we proposed the cost estimation model to estimate the kNN cost of a set of R-trees in Eq. 3, and used it for selecting the best R-tree
combination set among several R-tree combinations in the A DAPTIVE - FIT algorithm. Here,
we experimentally show how close the estimated cost from our model is to the actual cost.

(a) Uniform
Fig. 18 Real and Synthetic Dataset : Varying θ

(b) EC
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(a) NY

(b) EC

Fig. 19 Cost Model Evaluation

Figure 19 shows the accuracy of kNN cost estimation model for various k. We perform 10
random kNN queries for every k value from 64 to 4096. The shaded region implies the 25
% relative error zone. Most of the estimated costs have less than 25 % relative errors. In
EC, the cost model slightly overestimates costs. This is because most of the objects in EC
are stacked each other on the exactly same location due to the limitation of the crawler.
Nevertheless, still most of the estimations are within the 25 % relative error zone, and only
the relative values of the estimated costs are important. The results for CO and WC are
committed and they are almost identical to the results for NY and EC.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a new type of a query called the DCkNN query which finds
k nearest neighbor objects from the location of the query such that the direction of each
neighbor is within a certain range from the direction of the query object. To efficiently
process our DCkNN query, we devise the multiple granularity index structure based on
the R-tree called MULTI. MULTI minimizes the range search space by utilizing multiple R-trees with different direction ranges. We also propose two efficient query processing
algorithms called S INGLE - FIT and A DAPTIVE - FIT. S INGLE - FIT finds the best R-tree for
a given query among R-trees in MULTI. A DAPTIVE - FIT finds the optimal R-trees set
based on the proposed kNN cost estimation model. Our discussion can be generalized
to any n-dimensional objects with one circulant dimension and other multidimensional
indexing methods. We also conduct a series of experiments on the real datasets and
large synthetic datasets. The proposed algorithms using MULTI outperform two adapted
algorithms from existing kNN algorithms. On the average over various experimental parameters on all datasets, the proposed algorithm A DAPTIVE - FIT performs 7.6 times and 75.2
times better than two adapted algorithms, respectively, in terms of the number of node
accesses. Also both of the two proposed algorithms are very scalable to the size of the
dataset.
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